
Helping Women Discover Their Path Type 6

“You can depend on me.” 

Overview
As a Type 6 woman, you want to be safe 
and secure, to fit in and belong. More 
importantly, you want to have certainty 
and security, putting your faith in a trusted 
authority, belief system or tradition. 
You see yourself as faithful, friendly, 
conservative, and cautious. You would like 
others to see you as loyal, dedicated, and 
reliable. Your idealized image is that you 
are supportive and do your duty.

A bundle of contradictions, you can be 
wary and cautious one minute and/or 
rebellious and courageous the next. You 
possess an endearing childlike reactivity 
and often take the position of the devil’s 
advocate. Depending on the situation, you 
can be friendly and outgoing or reserved 
and skeptical. You prefer the role of buddy, 
loyal family member or trusted employee. 
You’re a reluctant authority because you 
fear that taking on a leadership position 
might make you a target for opposition. 
You are attracted to people who are 
strong, protective, and have prestige. You 
seek trusted, reliable authorities and allies.

Your greatest strengths are your abilities 
to test for the truth and to recognize and 
challenge a bad authority. Loyal and 
dedicated, you understand the value of 
making sacrifices for the group and are 
willing to enforce society’s rules to ensure 
safety and security for all. 

You are curious, skeptical, and doubting 
by nature. Because you are afraid of being 
unprepared or caught off guard, you often 
rehearse in your mind what you might say 
or do. Imaginative and visual, you can 

often see what might go wrong. You may 
even enjoy scaring yourself by thinking 
of worst-case scenarios so that you will 
never be paralyzed by the fear of not 
knowing what to say or do. Although you 
are afraid of being afraid, you are capable 
of being profoundly dutiful and heroic. 

Your path to personal transformation is 
when you begin to let go of doubts and 
fears. When you learn to relax and trust 
yourself, fear will often turn to excitement 
and courage. Remember to embrace what 
is new and unfamiliar as an opportunity 
to remember what you already know and 
trust. Overcome your tendency to hesitate 
or doubt and take action. 

Famous Type 6s
Jason Alexander, Woody Allen, Alan Arkin, 
Kim Basinger, Candice Bergen

World View
The world is a threatening and unsafe 
place.  

Focus of Attention
What could go wrong? Who can be 
trusted?

Basic Fear
Of having no support and guidance

Basic Desire
To find security and support  

Strengths  
• Trouble Shooting

• Analytical 

• Work Collaboratively 

• Loyal 

• Dutiful

• Responsible

Areas That Prevent  
Personal Growth 
• Over Analyze

• Hyper Vigilant 

• Anxiety 

• Worry Excessively   

• Defensive

• Ask Everyone For Their Opinion 

Steps for Personal 
Transformation  
• Practice Quieting Your Mind 

• Enjoy The Here And Now  

• Focus On The Positive   

• Trust Your Own Opinion

• Don’t Over Commit 

• Catch Yourself Blaming Others  
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